
 

 

Class Sign-ins – what are they? 

The 'Class' Sign–in is an added feature to the Members Sign-in screen.  Once you have scanned the 

member and validated their membership or used a punch card session, you can now also add that person 

directly to a class from the sign-in screen. 

The 'New look' Sign-in screen 

In my Bookings Explorer I have 3 'classes' for this afternoon/evening… 

 

This is how they will appear in the new look Sign-in screen… 



 

 

 

How to Designate a Booking Type as a 'Class' 

'Classes' will have clients added to the booking without using any sessions.  They are simply added to the 

booking with 'No Service Selected' and marked as Attended.  Great for if you wish to track class numbers.  

Not all of your Booking Types will need to be a 'class' though.  For Personal Training for example, you 

always pre-book the client and need to count down sessions.  So, you will need to decide which booking 

types will be defined as a 'Class' and set that up in the Booking Type itself.   

Go to File > Location Setup > Manage Booking Types and open the relevant booking type for editing.  

Click next until you see the below screen.  Tick the "Allow Class Sign-In's" option. 



 

 

 

NB: if you designate a Booking Type as a 'Class', you are still able to add people into the booking the 

normal way (open the booking in the Bookings Explorer and add participant with their pacakge) prior to the 

start of the session. 

Scenarios for memberships, packages and punchcards… 

Everybody has their gym or studio set up differently – memberships with classes included, memberships 

without classes, punch cards, pre-booked classes  etc.  So below are the main scenarios which we have 

found are used and how the new 'classes' can be used with Sign-in screen. 

SCENARIO  1 - Memberships which INCLUDE classes. 

Scan the client in the Sign-in screen as normal.  This validates their membership and creates a sign in 

record for them and the usual messages appear if there are any issues. 

If you have any bookings which are 'Classes' and they are between now and the end of the day, they will 

appear in the bottom section of the Sign-In screen when you scan a client in.  The booking shows the type 

of class it is, the time it is on and who the resource is. 

NB. Normal (non-class) Booking Types are not displayed. 

You then select the 'class' that the member is going to attend and then click on 'Add to Selected 

Classes'.  You can also add the client into more than one class.  If they are going to do the Body Attack at 

4pm and then Body Pump at 5pm, you can add them into both there and then – just click on the 2 classes 

and then 'Add to Selected Classes'. 



 

 

 

If, on the other hand, you don't want to add clients into a 'class', just don't select a class.  You can just 

keep signing you members in as usual.  If not adding clients to a 'class' were the norm though, you would 

not designate that booking type as a 'class' in the first place. 

The member is added to the booking and marked as attended with 'No service selected'. 

 

SCENARIO 2 – Memberships with NO classes included –sessions are sold separately 

as a punchcard 

In the situation where your clients have memberships which allow for gym usage but they have to purchase 

extra sessions if they want to come to classes, you can do the following. 

Set up a punch card with x amount of sessions – eg 20 sessions for $200.  This is done in the Manage 

Services and Packages area and you will need to tick the punch card option. 



 

 

 

You will then scan the member in using the sign in screen as normal.  ClientConnect will then see that the 

person has a membership AND a punch card. 

It will then bring up the Punch card screen to ask whether you wish to use the punch card or not.  If the 

person is just coming to use the gym you will select 'Do not use Punchcard' – the person is signed in but 

no session is deducted off the punch card.  

 

If they are going to a 'class', you will select ' Use Selected Punch card'.  The client then has a session 

deducted off their punch card.   



 

 

 

You can now also add them to the 'class'.  They are added with 'No Service Selected' and marked as 

Attended. 

SCENARIO 3 – Punch card only (no membership) 

In the situation where a client does not have a membership but they just purchase a punch card so they 

can come to classes, you can do the following. 

Scan the client using the sign in screen as per usual.  ClientConnect will see that they don't have a 

membership but they do have a punch card and will tell you so.  You can then allow entry using the punch 

card and deduct a session from it. 



 

 

 

You can now also add them into a 'class'.  They are added in with 'No Service Selected' and marked as 

Attended. 

 

 

SCENARIO 4 – Pre-booked classes using memberships with classes included 

Another way that this new feature can be used is for those of you who pre-book your clients into a 'class', 

either because of limited numbers or that's just the way you like to do it so you know who is coming. 

Add your clients to the 'class' via the Bookings Explorer with no service selected – their status is Active. 



 

 

 

At the time of the class, those members start to arrive.  You then scan their membership card as normal 

and then select the 'class' that they had been pre-booked into.  CC will see that they are already in the 

booking and it will mark them as Attended for you.  See below, Scooby Doo has arrived so he was 

scanned in and then 'confirmed' in the booking. 

 

SCENARIO 5 – Pre-booked Class using the clients sessions 

This also works if you wish to count sessions down in a booking. 

Add the clients into the booking with their package.  See below. 



 

 

 

You can scan the client in and then 'confirm' them in their pre-booked class.  In the screen shot below you 

can see that they have been marked as attended and a session has been taken off their package. 

The system sees that they are already in the booking with their package and so it flips their status to 

Attended and deducts a session off their package. 

 

What you can do is, from the Bookings Explorer, click on the booking which clients are arriving for so that it 

shows who is already booked into that session in the 'Details Pane'. 

 



 

 

 

Then open up the sign in screen and position it so that you can see the details pane and the sign in screen.  

This way you can see who should be going into that class and as they arrive, sign them in and 'confirm' 

them in the class. 



 

 

 

So you can see that this new feature has a variety of uses.   


